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GPS status indicator

Normally used to ajust volume
To listen to a short instruction press both buttons together for
a short time
To switch device ON or OFF press both buttons for 3 sec

Blinking – collecting initial satellite data
Fixed light – GPS initialised
Off – battery depleted or device turned off

language selection

Wipe off all settings and restart the device

press the button until you hear your language
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reset
charging indicator

navigation
To memorize your current position press the M button
followed by either of four buttons above.
To navigate to a previously saved position, press
the R button and then the one you have assigned to your
target location. This will activate the navigation mode.
To turn off navigation mode press the R button and then once
again after the message.

ON – device is charging
OFF – charging complete

beeper
Once – button clicked
Twice – button blocked (during the system message)
Three times – device switching ON or OFF

several useful tips

short technical intro
Any GPS device usually needs to collect some amount of satellite data to determine its initial
position. It names fixing. The fixing time depends on several parameters like weather,
ionospheric conditions, sun activity and direct satellites visibility. For a faster fixing start your trip
from any open place. It may take from 2min to 20min (at worst). Don't worry, you will hear an
introduction to Prague while GPS module is initialising.

For a faster GPS fixing start walking as it helps collect satellite data more efficiently.
When fixing is done you will hear the current date, time and a short message about this month in
Prague. The red light at the back of the device will now stop blinking. After that
satellite signals will be hard to lose.
Missed a part ot the story? Just switch language back and forth using the L buttons
and the story about the current location will start from the begining.

Once you are done using the device ,
drop it off at any of the following rental points:

If you keep walking slowly while listening to the story, the device will detect your direction and
suggest further routes once the story finishes.
If you have walked out of the location, the story will continue until the end of the current fragment
and will then stop. If you'd like to hear the rest, just walk back – the story will resume after a
confirmation message.

and our courier will
+420 608 432 890

or just call or send short message to
pick up the device anywhere you are within city center limits
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